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We are busy doing many things, busy creating new technologies without considering the consequences, busy making 
many things which actually have no utility, but on the same hand can create more problems. We can only appreciate 
health at the time of sickness. We can only appreciate the beauty of the tiger when it is on the verge of extinction. This is 
unfortunately a severe handicap humans have. Actually it is not a handicap as such. A situation has been created where 
money assumes such importance that it has created a blindfold which no one wants to remove. There is a severe lack of 
foresight. This foresight actually existed and still exists among indigenous and tribal communities but among them too 
the wisdom is dying out.

In the movie ’The Matrix', Agent Smith describes the human species as one that defines itself by misery and suffering. 
Once the scenario for suffering has been created, we find great pride in charity and rehabilitation work. This goes to show 
the dominant paradigm of most human action.

This Newsletter comes at a time when health is facing the major challenge of the fallout of globalisation, 
liberalization, privatization and the brunt of identity politics. Civil society initiatives are moving towards rights 
based approaches and also engaging with the State to revitalize and strengthen the public health system. As CHC 
steps into it’s 25th year, this newsletter symbolizes our commitment to guide, mentor young people in their 
exploration of the social paradigm of health, to support their shift to community based health action and to build 
a common edifice of the community health movement.
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Dear friends,
This newsletter is an endeavour to bring together all the past and present community health fellows, and their 
rich experiences. As you all know the first phase of the formal Fellowship Programme known as Community 
Health Fellowship Scheme which had 23 full time fellows and 17 interns was wound up in March 2007. This 
edition of the Newsletter comes after a long gap and marks the continuation of the “journeys in Community 
Health" of many more young people through the second phase of the Fellowship Programme, the Community 
Health Learning Programme (CHLP). The CHLP carries within itself the learnings and feedback from the first 
phase and the some of the recommendations of the end-review. In the current phase, the CHLP has had 6 
flexible interns between August 2007 to Sept 2008 and 8 full time interns, already working with, or proposing to 
work with Community based programmes and health initiatives in the voluntary and development sector.
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What is primary environmental care? It is interesting 
that I came across this concept in a WHO publication 
called Our Planet Our Health. This is a brilliant concept 
and has to be considered as a complement to primary 
health care. There is actually no Primary Health Care 
without Primary Environmental Care. A good 
environment causes the reduction of most of the diseases 
and enhances other aspects of health like the social and 
spiritual dimension.

The diseases like asthma (prevalence rate of 30% among 
city children), upper respiratory tract infections (air 
pollution) and diarrhoeal diseases (caused mostly by 
mixing of drinking water with sewage water) are major 
causes of morbidity in developing countries, especially in 
India. Prevalence rates of cancer, birth defects, diabetes 
and other serious chronic diseases are all high in areas 
polluted by chemicals. These are to name a few.

The challenge that we face now is to rejuvenate a nation
wide primary environmental care movement on parallel 
lines with the people's health and social movement.

This will be needed not just for rural areas but also for 
urban areas considering the fact that it is urban 
requirements which lead to most of the problems. Urban 
planning can also be looked on the lines of primary 
environmental care. To start with - location of houses in 
relation of workplaces, water management through rain 
water harvesting, waste management through Zero Waste 
Concept, transport management through appropriate 
public transport and adequate arrangement for cycling and 
walking, and preservation of existing parks and gardens. 
The other more difficult tasks of encouraging 
consumption of local products and also improvement of 
education system should also be considered.

The current norms suggests we need one doctor per 250 
population etc. I agree that we need doctors for the present 
'unhealthy scenario' but we should not allow this to cloud 
our perspective of primary health and environmental care. 
Our current system of churning up thousands of half- 
baked doctors just encourages the system which thrives on 
keeping the people sick and giving them some pills 
regularly.

Prevention has never been considered as very fashionable. 
That’s why people involved in prevention of social and 
environmental and health related disasters are rarely 
appreciated; and are even persecuted at times. If a person 
plants a tree he/she is called great but if a person hugs a 
tree to piotect ii from being feiicd (which requires a lot 
more courage) is always labeled as anti-national and anti
development. A campaigner against pesticides is 
persecuted but a doctor giving palliative care to a cancer 
patient (who worked at a plantation) is treated by society 
like a descendant from heaven.

It has been shown successfully in places like Ralegaon 
Siddhi in Maharashtra that Primary environmental care 
also leads to ecological, economical and health 
development. Such villages have become prosperous and 
have learnt the importance of protecting the ecology and 
environment. From a drought hit region, it has now

As we speak, more and more villages are going towards 
desertification, debt and death of farmers. The answer for 
all this is primary environmental care but it has never 
appeared on the manifesto of any of the political parties. 
Everyone promises water, electricity, food and 
employment. Primary environmental care can provide 
enough opportunity for all of that.

become a very productive village. But can it happen that 
this village will forget this all-important lesson after a 
couple of decades when the next generation takes over? 
Such a situation can only be prevented by appropriate 
environmental education of the new generation and also 
by making preservation fashionable. How this will be or 
can be done has to be thought further.
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Challenging My Inner Man
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___________ First Person
■ J20 heard about the Community Health Learning Programme (CHLP), recommended by my friend and well 
is ier i1s. Kousalya, President of Positive Women’s Network (PWN+), I thought its a high profile fellowship and 

doubted if 1 would pass through the interview process and whether it would fit me.

Ver> soon, experiencing the orientation sessions, my doubts were set aside and I am determined that this what I wanted. 
The essence of the CHLP programme cannot be expressed in words by anyone or even by the website but only can be 
experienced.

E\ ciyday of our learning, we had varied experiences - questioning our previous understanding about community and 
health, challenging personal attitudes; understanding the national health programmes particularly the National AIDS 
Contiol Programmes and its work for children; surprising us with field trips to historical monuments (Hampi) and 
disturbing us by the plight of child labourers in mining areas of Hospet in Bellary; learning from fellow friends; everyone 
looking at one another when asked for written reports of our learning, and much more wonderful surprise lunches by the 
CHC team members and fellow friends.

It's a privilege for me to be associated with CHC. I learnt not just from the lectures and sharing of experiences but so 
much more on observing the life each one of us have chosen to live. CHC has helped me to look at the condition of my 
inner-man, to find the leader in me, to focus on my call to serve, to organise my thoughts and to learn from prior 
experiences.

The one strong lesson I have learnt from CHLP is that it is not just the educational qualification and experiences that 
matters, but the need for regular introspection of the inner man to use the knowledge and skills with a right attitude in 
serving our community.

It all happened in a month's time to quit a prestigious job as Principal of a Mission hospital Nursing School, challenged by 
General Chapter 2007 message of my congregation. Experiencing the deteriorating socio political changes in the 
country, I decided to make a deviation in my way of life after having lived 25 years of religious life. THANKS to CHC 
who has given me an opportunity exceptionally, as the Fellowship is meant for youngsters - to make my focus more clear. 
ThusIamCHC's CHLPFellow.

As a trained nurse I began to realise that by and large health care has become the luxury of the rich, and the poor are 
sidelined. I am determined that wherever I am called to serve, Community health will be given more importance.

During CHLP, 1 am privileged to visit and observe various organisations where community health is given more 
prominence in their health care service. I had been to CMC Vellore - a pioneer and model institution for training men and 
women for rural health care. I was astonished to see that the legacy left behind by the founder is carried down even after a 
century of it’s existence! As I write this I am associated with Jan Swasthya Sahyog (JSS), a non governmental 
organisation at Ganiyari, in remote rural Chhattisgarh. The services provided by a group of socially conscious heath 
professionals who have given up lucrative practice or prestigious post in premier institutions in India or abroad to 
champion the cause of the poor is commendable.

I am very grateful to these organisations and to CHC for arranging these field visits which has enhanced my 
determination. I am confident that these exposures will definitely help me to make a deliberate option to promote holistic 
approach to health care, community health and alternative system of medical care through my future apostolate.
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In an attempt to capture the attention of the authorities and 
the general public, Walking Classes Unite organized a 6 
km walkathon on 21st September, 2008 to highlight the 
issues of pedestrians in the city. More than 600 concerned 
citizens and many associations walked along the seafront 
in Marina and the event ended with street theater and 
songs. Even as the event celebrated pedestrians, it also 
revealed the stark reality of pedestrians who risk their 
lives everyday. Pedestrian Audit Walks conducted by 
WCU, along with locality based associations and 
institutions, have become a tool through which to reveal 
the deplorable conditions of pedestrian facilities, while 
also being able to recommend to authorities workable 
ways to improve the ground situation. Through its 
outreach, WCU volunteers have also been raising these 
issues among college and school students.

By bringing the people of Chennai together, WCU intends 
to create a strong public opinion that administrators and 
legislators cannot ignore.

There is growing frustration among Chennai's pedestrians 
as the city becomes increasingly insensitive to the largest 
population of road users; the pedestrians. Unable to 
grapple with the growing number of private vehicles, the 
authorities have resorted to a slew of measures including 
road widening, flyovers and grade separators and 
numerous one way roads. All these come at the cost of 
pedestrians whose access is severely restricted and their 
safety, compromised. It is no wonder that 42% of all 
fatalities in road accidents is among pedestrians. As the 
city chokes under the exhaust fumes of luxury cars, the cry 
for a pro poor direction to urban transport planning is 
increasing.

Pedestrians should be at the centre of any attempt towards 
a sustainable urban transport network. As many cities 
including Beijing have recognized, the indiscriminate 
increase in private vehicles has led to lengthy travel times, 
high rates of accidents and fatality and severely polluted 
air that threatens residents with serious ailments. The over 
all damage to environment cannot be tackled unless cities 
move towards inclusive systems of public transport. At the 
same time, it is a well known fact that public transport will 
not bear fruit unless accompanied by a strong pedestrian 
infrastructure. This has spurred a number of civil society 
groups to take up this pressing issue.

%

various groups (informal sector workers including 
hawkers, school and college students and teachers, senior 
citizens and people with special needs) who constitute the 
walking classes. “The aim of this platform is to recreate 
the city as an inclusive space for the weaker and 
vulnerable population to live and pursue their livelihood 
in a less polluted environment which does not pose a 
serious health hazard”, says Venkat.T, Coordinator of the 
Campaign

Walking Classes Unite: Towards a platform for the pedestrians
__________________ _

Walking Classes Unite (WCU) is one such initiative that 
focuses on creating a platform for pedestrians to raise a 
voice against the current state of affairs and the direction 
of urban transport planning in Chennai city. The volunteer 
driven group has been actively trying to bring together -------------- e
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View from the field
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Surfing through the Chaos

The answer to these problems is not simple but there is certainly an immediate need to link both these group of people to 
make the whole system more sensible and functional.

daily wages) involved in the testing process discourage 
many people from villages in going through with the tests. 
We were discussing this issue in the Sangtin Kisaan 
Mazdoor Sangathan's (SKMS) regional meeting at 
Qutubnagar and I asked what people did instead. One or 
two replied that they go to a ’doctor' in Qutubnagar who 
injects them with some medicine that makes them better.

Many situations have come up in Sitapur where people 
have taken decisions or acted in ways that I am sure are

On the other side there were humble, self motivated grassroot individuals with very limited resources but who have a 
deeper understanding of the exact problem and also have a rough idea of the possible solution. Due to their limited 
resources and their day to day problems, those ideas die off slowly. At the end both these groups could not deliver to 
their maximum potential because of their inherent limitations.

Ouring my fellowship in CHC, I have been meeting different groups of people starting from rural communities to 
medical professionals and technology experts. In all these visits 1 also came across different development models. I feel

11 esent scenario any de\ elopment initiative has to go through an ocean of chaos which seems to be increasing with 
each passing day where the effort and the time spent on different development activities to the social return ratio is always 
at stake. One ot the reasons for this chaos is the ever increasing complexity of the problem itself. Another tacit but more 
alarming reason is the rigidity of different assumption based development ideologies which tends to contradict with each 
other.

'Jhola chhaap' is a colloquial term used to describe 
informal medical practitioners in India. These are usually 
people with some experience with medicines and health 
care they may have worked as a compounder with a 
doctor somewhere or received some formal/informal 
training or just picked up medical knowledge along the 
way.
But health services are so scanty in rural areas that these 
people can get elevated to doctor-like status. At CHC, 
we've had a few discussions about such practitioners are 
they just quacks who should be discredited and banned?
Or are they providing a valuable resource in the absence of 
trained professionals?
\Some groups have been working with such practitioneis 
to improve their techniques a powerful example is the 
trainings provided to traditional dais (midwives) to 
promote safe deliveries, prenatal and antenatal care etc.

In Sitapur district, Malaria seems to be quite prevalent. In 
Mishrikh block, only the town of Mishrikh has 
government and private labs that can test for malaria. The 
time and expense (including travel expenses and loss of 

_______ -—----------d©

Recently 1 was fortunate to be a part of a screening session where we had invited people to propose appropriate 
technology ideas that can bring social changes. We received applications from all sectors and communities. On one side 
there wei e scientific communities with all tangible resources throwing an air that the world exists because of them and all 
they are proposing is flawless without even knowing what problem they are trying to address with their rocket science 
ideas.
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Provision of health services improved at sub centre, PHC and RH level after the Public Hearings.5
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Under the National Rural Health Mission, community 
based monitoring (CBM) of health services is underway 
in this 9 states. Maharashtra is one of them. It was started 
on pilot basis in 5 districts, 
i) Amravati 
v) Thane.
Three Talukas were selected in each of the above districts, 
and three PHCs in each taluka and 5 villages under each 
PHC was undertaken. SATHI CEHAT Pune, is the State 
nodal organization for this programme for the period of 
April 2007 to January 2008.

The people were becoming aware of the health services which are available at PHC , sub centre, Rural Hospital 
(RH) and about their rights to avail of such services.

The mothers were getting their entitled incentives under the Janani Suraksha Yojana without any delay from the 
concerned authorities.

So this is how, for a short time, I almost became a 'jhola 
chhaap' doctor! I expect to fulfill that role again in the 
future and hope that I will be able to respond in a sensitive 
and useful manner. After all, when campaigning for ’Our 
health in our hands', each of us have to step up to the 
challenge as best as we can.

wrong for them. But I have often kept quiet due to the lack 
of alternative options for them and because I did not want 
to get into an indefinite'lecturing'mode. Even with fiiends 
and family in one's socioeconomic strata, we choose to 
keep quiet during difficult discussions to keep the peace. 
But here. 1 decided to speak up and told the group that that 
was not the right way to treat malaria.

'Then what is the right way, didi?' asked someone. I 
mentioned chloroquine, the most commonly used drug for 
treatment or prevention of malaria. The group talked 
among themselves and more people joined the 
conversation. A little while later, another SKMS member 
came up to me and confirmed the name of the drug. By that 
evening, a number of people had bought chloroquine 
tablets to stock at home and had told their fellow villagers 
to come to them if they had 'jaada bukhaar' (cold and fever, 
the colloquial term for malaria)!

People at grassroots level were coming to know about the amount of funds which was made available to their 
village/taluka/district/state. Awareness on the services provided on paper and that existing in physical state was 
increasing.

During my field placement of two months with SATHI 
CEHAT, I attended 4 district level JANSUWAI (Public 
Hearing) and one state level JANSUNWAI. I could 
understand the process and also encountered many 
positive changes facilitated by the CBM.

My observation was that people were very actively involved with greater enthusiasm in the process. Some of the positive 
changes are listed below.

.QtiHiVh

to get tested and get proper medical advice from trained 
professionals. I called Sukanya and the feedback she gave 
provided some comfort. She suggested that I talk to 
doctors in the area and the PHC and government staff to 
get an idea of the malaria situation in the area. Also, CHC 
would send me pamphlets on malaria, its diagnosis and 
treatment (written in Hindi) that I could distribute to the 
group and use for further discussions. 'You gave them the 
right information,' she added. 'The need for good health 
seivices in these communities is so acute that any good 
information they get can only be beneficial. So don't 
hesitate to share complete and accurate information we 
all have a role to play.'

The main Objectives of CBM are to create awareness 
among the general masses about the available health 
services under the NRHM and to increase the 
participation of them in planning and implementation of 
the services provided.

3 n

Was this the right thing to do? What if they used the wrong 
dosage? What if....? I was quite worried at this outcome 
and wondered if 1 should have instead pushed these folks
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First PersonI have found a pearl

Savitri has described her experiences of being in CHC, interaction with CHC team members and her observations in 
a small dialogue form that is happening between three friends Mangala, Manjula and Jagadish. She has introduced to 
them CHC’s work, to the Community Health Learning Programme and Janarogya Andolana Karnataka (JAA-K). 
The title is “Nanagondu Muthu Sikkitu” “I have found a pearl”.

shorten: ts^b Fsssb ^edo ddOu,& u

tssh: efob £b tiert Z33e, -a &

shorte: s&ozs) absdtSCKohro?

CO

shorts: a zjd cTOZfc S^a^d z^oeb astab ^e^z5eb. CHC e^orfd a3e?

shorava: z-sh^tf CHC tsobd &<*? tseb CHC e^odd, «ch z^oeb
edjaertd zed uoxl s&achsa ^c5. tseb zdort^jacrad ,d.□ n -°
Efcortw. ?33?b ddsao dd<£)^ ahafftrf a^steeb,, CHC ^d. «cb dab& dedd£ eduaerij^
uesdd °^d s^od -S^cbujsoch (t?233_Ajczbe)Gi) debd dcdwO^ t?ujs^rtd ujsod doozas °Qd.

^?53Fi3ndO obodo doozsa iotrt & 3ob© d £>ocb 3s?d ojsdd, tsdeb obaez^ddod, &>ed badd £>?b &rto dzb. dedd sansh 
t5Q)u3Drf^?jaoC)d ^dd zed ddr draddetb cZ)ocb ^edras-?^ oas^chtdjdO, dod^ tsosausc^cbLSjd^ tsdjscrt dDo^obaoQd 
dssd^a, ^d dd>< dedu^ 4 & c^e^od edje>ert6 ^ode «3do,d djs^didoJjsoad, <^o,ort edjscrt ^rtodod
dssSicss d.

Q

CHC ^osobra d^ FTOo3ohra esod ^crodod tsddd CHC d <adch dra^rt^dod. ^doodde CHC
d d^&obshdjaecb.
dDoz^vs: ado., d^cb da, dc^ ^dd: zsa^ dda ddeb CHC d d^&Acrod. dosb, ^dododd ae^do
C5Do cT'n^she;, ao.a^.dza,^ ^ozsaobo^ ^de^ dda dddodddo ujad
d^od^e)* d^di 2*jZ0 rboddj^wD^dodo,dodod. tsdor? ejjscadu tsrbdod.
dooss^: edd dddo odsjdc^ t?od. esdd: djaed©^ dd^ e^ddo arod, doozsa d^doarod abdd^, dodod^ edj
dodosaA^dod.
E*ortw: 5*4 *o^5. “ert?

artaes*: ®033

a rious xacant posts at different levels were being filled in due course and fresh appointments and tenders were 
issued tor future programmes.

The People s Health Rights C harter was displayed in each PHC and RH prominently and was given wide publicity.

All the essential medicines will be provided across the counter on a cashless basis and with the provision of local 
purchase, it not available on hand at the time of requirement.

Fiee transportation will be provided to and from the referral services if it is not available and such arrangement will 
be made through government Rinds.
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Community Health Cell 
A functional unit of the

Society for Community Health Awareness, Research and Action
No.359 (Old No.367), 1st Main, 1st Block, Koramangala, Bangalore - 560 034 

Ph : +9180 25531518 / 25525372 / 41101483
E-mail: chc@sochara.org | Web : www.sochara.org

The Community Health Learning Programme and this newsletter are 
currently supported by SirRatan Tata Trust (SRTT), Mumbai.
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daoaava: 33d daadae3aa CHC zded^aac: arL

Kriasa*: Srfm?.......... SSrre?........... "sas rfwta® CHC csocide tscfa £>© rf? a* sfcSxn, mrf aosi. aaert....................
c&adjdd ad o\cVa. £13 £u eo^d £aazd33.

sdaodva: zdetfa dad, CHC ad
adaed: 3d £e£acsa3 daz^adar^ t?od, tsdd add Se<9. 3a&sa5 tsdda aa^ e<sdda afcadda,
oftadaaoad csad.zd esda.zdod 3z33c~ sdadaA cdaauodde e^zdod z^a^c^ ^od ^dd sda33<£^ a3a adad^ tsod e^da o3aaez33a3ad. 
adodd esdda rfaaddda. ?5dod 5'ao3z5e£a, zsa^ dsasadzrodda escftL dazto* £>33^ dada£3 da 33^ ^c^csad.

<^3aa. a?edaaa“' ^dd zddda oj^anadde &5?^3z5eua, t?dda ao^od daozsa ^e^cOaod daaezdasad. tsddaadd djadFsaadd Ajada ts da3ad^ 3dd 
&>oSdadoad. tsodd as^Dd 3A3ad 3a3a ddasa^ <^dadoddda. ^da^............3aaadar$ ^dda d^dois®1. ^dda odaaadoaa daozsa o5aaez&?
daadadoddda ^dda enaada £ed<£ esdde ^d daozua z^fj^a o^ocaa^d.

^FzLa, dad. daDo&a, deda^, atfjO5; ooO, ^dao*, dadded^aa, daaedzs*, cdaoda^, daa^q^ ^ddoda dedde.............. CHC d daaedd
aaad3aj zad<£)^ da 33a. z;d^ay. esdaayada 3h3aa&da, daasaFjaQdadjda, o&as^dd wd ue^dd <&<& uaada^jda. daaeddDdo^ 3aozja 
de^aOaod daaeQuaa^asa^d. SttEsaAc&o ^dadoddda dar^djaGwad. ^daa^oda £dcda daazro. ^d:££do ao^do ^e&^dc^A ^md. 
aojD ZoOide aoa Z3?£do^:O d: doozo 3o3jae£aahaD d. 

—' ‘ <— r^. O

£:c230V2: zded ade, df^/a,.

s±>orts7?: CHC ^odortc? zded zded dd£d tsoix£re£ n<drt^3> dt^cs^d. oJisuodd
ewzjodjaeh^^ao,. «£0id eoao£se££^odx 3ozOn ^c5. e^dd^ en)£o5ja^A^s^d.

G^do. esO On eroc&rt^odd daozro zrara. ao d: 3eo dz^Ajcrod. cdj^^dojs ^dsad. d)doA 5j.a.d^o djacadde
t5dr£jarar33?Ad:d.£cd dod^ djaedrts?d zsa&dadodao dpe^c^r?^ ojazd e^dj zooe wdjaed^ 3ozjocj

OoridjEt, zsa^d, zsart^zsdra. ad oijaoowd ydjaertujdjaoOnjaoad aoci) ae^od daddOo djadde^ tjd^jda
tsdd ed.

daodva: tsd, wc, a?rodjaed. yodJaeead s^dadod aoda dcOu tsddO aoda d^ctfassah d£a,3 djazdAAj^jaoQdasa d. di a?3adjaert. 
eorfjaod nj3DFl3dcj(^ aoCwada zSsdjte^ uo3 daadsa coadda? ua^dat^d^ People's Health Movement iaoda udcdaa^d.

Krtaed: aoadeoJae d^za.D. ^Soliaocfc addad zod uja<d da^d^a ^da^d. dadded^^a ^dda ^oddja^ daozua sa^oOaod 
djaeauja^a.s^d.
daodva: daaezda esas^ 2o?d ^ad^czda djasaSd dddjaozda daada^ ^^.zd z«ad esoOada.

daozsava: ^zo u?3 ^odsd <L£c5ad^a ^^zdaojaozda Faadj tsOdaoja^zdf^a edde z^z^Oozd ^daa^z^Od ^do^ad^a doadadjzda. Soed ds?cjad<de 
edjaed.zde^ sua^j 3azdadr£cdada, sar^aafida £)oad.

zidaed: 3azpadf^ saf&aezda aOoad wd^srod ddauacOada. CHC cda^ ddru, CHLP e?od sacdargsda sdaadaad tszda z^ocda oe^cda<^ o<£)o5a<0ud 
as?cda tjdsad. tsda ddz5e^ tjoddaa de^zaidazda. 6 3od<& escdEsa 9 3ods?d ddzde3 ^dad^rf. eszdde^ tsdaaed^zd ad dOoiaO^ dada, 
codadazdOo. ^daddda ^odzd saafcr^zdazd^ znadaa^^zczdaida. ^<d^ SA uhdzdeood dodd edaaed^zd ad oo3 daao eidazdd ^dadzdda 
^dazdazda. esd^ ^daddda ^da£a<da, ^<dud dcda^doa azdazda.

daod^a: ?0a zsanaidd dF^aa, d^e&d Edsas tsod. wsd^a CHC oixScdae CHLP sacdarodazdc^ ajacJaaoaaa^^.

(daodva, adacd, dacaas?a): Goarrozdd ta^zd dja2o^ darard oe^aaera a^.

d^zd^da ao<?

mailto:chc@sochara.org
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